Students in the fish ecology and management class practice electrofishing in the Chenango River. Pictured above (left to right) are natural resources conservation majors, Ryan Ottaway, Marc Hecht, Mike Kahrs, Michelle Neadom, Rebecca Hirschman (aquaculture and aquatic science major), and Dan Fairbairn.
Automotive Air Conditioning Service

Automotive air conditioning service is available through the Automotive Department during the next five weeks. For a screening, bring your vehicle to the R&R Lab in the new auto building between 2 and 4 p.m. on Thursdays. If we can be of help, we will schedule you for repairs. If your car is working OK, we can also give a courtesy inspection to determine any preventive maintenance. Questions? Call Mr. Burt at 684-6733 or e-mail him at burtwl@morrisville.edu.

Free Income Tax Assistance

Free income tax assistance is available Monday through Thursday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the School of Business Dean’s Suite in Charlton Hall, Room 140. Individuals can have their Federal and New York state income tax returns prepared and electronically filed. Please bring your W-2s, any other tax documents, and a form of identification (social security card preferred). This service is being provided by students enrolled in ACCT 212. Please contact Professor Zadzilka with any questions (Charlton 128).

1st Annual Norwich Campus Student/Faculty Art Show

April 21-May 11 in the Norwich Campus Atrium and Public Spaces

Under the direction of Norwich Campus faculty member Ms. Kathryn Niles, MFA, Norwich Campus students and faculty are invited to submit artwork completed during enrollment or employment at the college. Work will be accepted until 4 p.m. on Thursday, April 13. The show will begin with an opening reception in the Campus Atrium on Friday, April 21, from 7-9 p.m., and awards will be announced. For more information see any current painting student or Ms. Niles.

Administrative Professionals’ Day

Friday, April 28, 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m., Norwich Campus, Room 132A/B

Celebrate the contributions of your office professionals and secretaries. This event is offered in concert with our office technology program. The event includes hors d’oeuvres, luncheon with keynote address, and a professional development workshop. The cost is $25 per person; $45 for those registering with a supervisor or colleague. Call toll free (866) 607-1572 to register.

“An American Tragedy” Retrospective: The Grace Brown Murder

Wednesday, April 12, 6:30-9:30 p.m. in the Norwich Campus Atrium

Join faculty member, Mike Foor-Pessin, M.A., and authors Craig Brandon, Joseph Brownell, and Jennifer Donnelly as they discuss their books, the writing process, and commemorate the 100-year anniversary of the Chester Gillette-Grace Brown murder trial (the event that inspired Theodore Dreiser’s An American Tragedy, the 1951 film “A Place in the Sun” and other important works). Implications for contemporary rural America will also be considered. Books written by these authors will be available for sale at the campus store, and there will be opportunities for book signings.

Natural resources conservation majors, Ryan Ottaway, Dwight Basa, and Justin Elliott conduct a wildlife habitat cover mapping exercise, which includes identifying and inventorying trees, shrubs and ground covers.
**Transfer Representative Visit**
A representative from SUNY Institute of Technology will be on campus Wednesday, April 12, from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. in Seneca Dining Hall to talk with graduating students regarding transfer.

**Conducting a Successful Job Search**
Main Campus - Tuesday, April 11, 1-2 p.m., Spader Room 107  – and –
Norwich Campus - Wednesday, April 12, 12-1 p.m., Norwich Campus Community Room 132A
Find out what market trends are occurring as well as available local and online resources available for finding jobs.

Dan Fairbairn, Mike Kahrs, and Brian Durand, all natural resources conservation majors, hike the MSC wildlife management area on West Hill for a cover mapping exercise.

(left to right) Mike Kahrs, Justin Chamberlin, Brian Durand, Matt Ives, Rebecca Hirschman, Nicole Howey, work together while seining the Chenango River.
Pictured is a skull identification activity, where skulls and tape graphically layout a dichotomous identification key. Students in the wildlife ecology and management class use this exercise to better comprehend the similarities and dissimilarities between different species of animals. The diagram is set up in the wildlife management lab, Charlton 109.

(Right) Michelle Neadom, natural resources conservation major, prepares a museum study skin of a grey squirrel.
Field Trips
The following students have approval to travel to Saratoga Springs, New York, to take part in the U.S. Foods Culinary Catering Event and Food Trade Show with their instructor, Mr. Kerry Beadle, on April 10 and 11. The students will leave campus at 8 a.m. on April 10 and will return to campus at 6:30 p.m. on April 11. The students have been instructed to contact their instructors in advance of any missed classes to arrange for appropriate makeup.

Leigh Ciesiecki  
Amy Drew  
Katrina Flint  
Jarrett O’Hara  
Donniesa Terry  
Paul Tuttle  
Clinton Wilcox  
Aaron Brown  
Bryn Butler  
Michael Carpenter  
Tamar Ferguson  
Maurice Jones  
Maiko Kamijima  
Randi Wilson  
Samantha Sims  
Ricardo Oquendo

The following architectural studies and design students have approval to travel to Montreal on April 20-22 with their instructors, Mr. Brian Kelly and Dr. Anne Englot. The students will leave campus at 8 a.m. on April 20 and will return to campus at 7 p.m. on April 22. The students have been instructed to contact their instructors in advance of any missed classes to arrange for appropriate makeup.

Joseph Ackermann  
Zachary Allen  
Jason Baehr  
Stefan Bain  
Dwight Berry  
Adam Besaw  
Matthew Brown  
Jamar Budd  
Lauren Bull  
Brandon Cole  
Joshua Demont  
Lachic Foster  
Michael Gage  
Patty Griswold  
Jeremy Haak  
Jerilyn Hale  
Vanessa Johnson  
Kil-Hyun Kim  
Illir Kita  
Clifford Kopp  
Michael Laster  
John Link  
Amanda Midura  
Nicholas O’Neill  
Gabriel Parra-Merrell  
Sarah Raymond  
Jonathan Reichle  
Frank Renner  
Melissa Rose  
Ryan Schicker  
Lisa Schmitt  
Julio Torres  
Sabrina Wellington  
Eric Wilson

James C. VanRiper  
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs